In the Spotlight

Belong ...

You’ll Live Longer and Better
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YOU MAY KNOW BY NOW THAT South- going weekly. Also, sometimes hav- and our self-worth.
This principle dovetails with two
west Florida has been selected to par- ing faith in something can be a stress
ticipate in the Blue Zones Project, a reliever,” she says. “Faith, or believing other “Power 9” tenets—surrounding
community initiative to help improve in something greater than ourselves, yourself with people who support posiwell-being and facilitate everyday takes some of the weight of daily liv- tive behavior, and putting loved ones
and family first.
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to lower rates of obesity,
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eases, and to make our area
in a while, look online for
a healthier and happier one.
a nearby house of worship
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and give it a try. A good fit is
is based on nine core prinWine @ Five
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9,” that were gleaned from
don’t be afraid to keep trying
areas in the world where
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people live the longest and
in one place.
healthiest lives. One of the
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ant memories of worship
Research on these areas
services from childhood, you
showed that belonging to
may want to try again. “It
a faith-based community
could be a whole different
contributed to longevity. In
THE BLUE ZONES
experience today than when you were
fact, attending faith-based services
PROJECT IS BASED
young,” Millsap says.
four times per month increased life exON NINE CORE
She summarizes the overarchpectancy by four to 14 years. It made
no difference what denomination the
PRINCIPLES, KNOWN AS ing Blue Zones philosophy this way:
“Think about evaluating any choice
group was.
THE “POWER 9.” ONE
you make in your day. Ask yourself,
Deb Millsap, executive director of
OF THE PRINCIPLES
‘Did that enhance my well-being, or
the Blue Zones Project for Southwest
did it have a negative impact?’ And in
Florida, speculates about why belongIS “BELONG.”
this time, when so much polarizes us,
ing helps us live longer and better:
“It could be because people who at- ing off of our shoulders.” Experts say this is something we can all work on totend services often have strong social a feeling of belonging helps us to in- gether—how to raise well-being in our
networks—the fellowship you gain by crease our well-being, our self-esteem community.”
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